Magnetic Fly Screens
Flies and other insects are a never-ending worry during the
warmer months. They also create health dangers which is why
putting up suitable screens for outdoor spaces is so critical.
These are aimed to efficiently keep bugs out, while letting you
to experience the cool breeze on a nice day.
Magnetic do-it-yourself screens are easily one of the most
inexpensive solutions.
This brand of fly screen is amazingly durable and can be
shaped to fit almost any window.

Additional benefits of magnetic bug
screens
• Almost invisible without hampering or obstructing the view
•
•
•
•
•
•

from outside or inside
Matches the interior of the house
Keeps out mosquitoes and insects efficiently
Acts as a cottonwood seeds, etc.
stress-free to detach and clean
stress-free putting in place with no deface to existing
surfaces
Sturdy for long term use

These screens are magnetically fasten against windows and doors, making it so that it is almost invisible.
No ugly swells or protrusions to be seen, while providing protection for your home from bugs and insects at
all times.
Our magnetic DIY screens are absolutely finished to share the qualities mentioned above. We proudly
provide technologically modern screen products, aimed to keep out mosquitoes and other insects while
flawlessly blending with your home interior design.
The magnetic bug screensare suitably flexible and nearly invisible. You can simply peel the screen back to
open and close your window. They blend nicely with many styles of windows while providing stress-free
access to work and clean your windows.
These magnetic insect screens are stress-free to detach and entirely washable. Protection and the skill to
be cleaned with comfort is at all times a topmost responsibility for windows requiring ladder access. Our
screens allow effective and convenient cleaning from inside your house. This is also an equally vital feature
as no one likes dirty screens blocking their windows.
Perfect for windows with shutters security bars and grilles, this product series is finished to be appropriate
for all frame materials, including wood and aluminium via self-adhesive magnetic base strips. We also
create screens that also adapt to European style PVC double glazed windows which do not have screen
facilities.
It is widely accepted as an absolute discreet screen solution for all types of windows, and an astounding
choice to unattractive aluminum fixed screens or for hard to screen windows. This brand of screen is a very
popular alternative for residences, as they can be fixed on existing windows and are very simple to use.
Do not misspend your money and time on something with cheap class as shown on low budget TV sale
programs. Those products are often finished with cheap caliber materials and will likely fall apart quickly.

You do not actually save money by purchasing those products and could end up spend more to substitute
them.
As our priority is to make certain all products are unsurpassable in both functionality and design, our
screens are completed from top material guaranteeing them to be tough, reliable, and flexible unnoticeable
when fitted. Do not delay to call us about our magnetic fly screen solutions.

www.MagneticInsectScreens.net

